
 

      

I am P.Shravya studying 8th class in RDF Kalleda High School, 

Ganesh also called as ganapathi, headed Hindu god of beginnings, who is 

traditionally worshiped before any major enterprise and is the patron of 

intellectuals, bankers, scribes, and authors. His name means both ‘’Lord of the 

Ganesha’’ . His Vehicle is the large Indian bandicoot rat, which symbolizes 

Ganesha’ s  ability to overcome anything to get what he wants . like a rat and like 

an elephant  , Ganesha is a remover of obstacles. The 10 days late summer 

(AUGUST TO SEPTEMBER). Festival Ganesh chaturthi devoted to him... 

 

            

 



ABOUT LORD GANESHA 

Lord Ganesha is considered as the son of Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvathi.  He is 

the brother of lord karthikeya. He is fondly called by many different names such as 

vinayaka, pillayar, lambodhara, etc... worshipping lord ganesha regularly words off 

negative energy from one’s home and life, while worshiping him before starting 

something new keeps obstacles out if one’s path. If pleased, lord ganesha brings 

success, Prosperity and good luck in to once life 

                          DIFFERENT TYPES OF LORD GANESHA IDOL 

Different types of lord ganesha idols have different connotations and have different 

effects in your life. In total there are 32  different  types of representation of lord 

Shiva.  

               SILVER GANESHA  

Placing an idol of lord ganesha made out of silver in your house and worshipping it 

regularly, helps and brings the fame and name to you 

CLAY GANESHA 

Worshipping an idol of lord ganesha made out of clay can be very much of help in 

bringing the success to worshipper and it will also helps him/ her to steer clear of 

the obstacles in her/her path. 

In making the clay idols, many students participated eagerly during the festival. At 

my school. Everyone do the charting daily and pray to god for the well being if their 

families- after 9 days, we immerse the lord ganesh in granddame. 

    SLOGANS   

Best wishes to celebrate the eco friendly ganesh chaturthi. 

Use eco friendly ganesh statue to save our environment. 

Save water and air pollution by using the chemical free ganesh statue. 

Don’t use chemical clay and celebrate ganesh chaturthi with nature. 

Indian festivals bring the beauty of the people and their sincerity and hard work for 

the fruitful results.       


